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Message from the Chair
Welcome to another Newsletter from The Grayshott Stagers. We
have been particularly busy during the three months since we
circulated our last one. Although we haven’t performed on stage
during this time we have been working on various aspects of all
three of the productions that will take us through until June 2016
and have chosen the Autumn Play for next November (Ronald
Harwood’s Quartet, to be directed by Brezetta Thonger)
We are currently trying not to ‘peak too soon’ for Lord Arthur
Savile’s Crime, on which the curtain will rise next week. Our patient and understanding director, Ian Wilson-Soppitt, writes later
in this newsletter. He has not only had the cast to support but also
Lord Arthur himself!
We have cast most of the roles for our May 2016 musical, Acorn
Antiques, but still need a few ‘leading men’ and younger women –
a regular challenge! The Committee and the show’s directors are
very hopeful that the ensemble will be complete for the start of
rehearsals in the New Year. However, we are in need of someone
to pick up the role of ‘production secretary’ after Christmas and
can always use more backstage support. If these are tasks you
haven’t done before, we can organise ‘training on the job’. Please
get in touch with me.
I do have some very positive news, however, concerning the One
Act plays. Last week we were able to fully cast the two plays to be
performed during our Supper evenings in February 2016 and are
now in the final stages of organising the catering. As discussed at
our AGM in September, these evenings have fully tested the stamina of our small catering team over the past few years. This would
be no problem if the praise they receive for the quality of their
meals could re-energise them! Sadly it can’t at this point in time,
so we decided to seek help from local businesses. There will still be
three courses to the meals but Friday will be ‘curry’ night, thanks

to the staff at the ‘Gurkha Durbar’, and Saturday will be a ‘fish and
chip’ evening, the main course being provided by ‘Frankie’s’.
Enough about our productions, though, because Stagers has always been much more than the shows we have produced; it has
become a second family to so many of us. As members of any
family we suffer when we lose someone through death. Malcolm
Dobson, an Honorary Life Member, was a very special person and
over twenty of us were pleased to be able to go to Ross-on-Wye in
September to attend his Memorial Service. Tributes were circulated at the time and we have included some again later in this letter.
Thankfully families also share happy times and many Stagers spent
a wonderful evening on 9th October joining in the celebrations following the wedding of Andrew
Boughton and Mandy Sutcliffe.
Thank you, Andy and Mandy, for
giving us this opportunity to share
your joy, to meet your families and
friends and to catch up with some
of our own friends from other local amateur theatre groups. May you be blessed with many happy
years together as husband and wife.
I will close by hoping that, if you have any comments or suggestions you would like to make about the Society, or offers of practical support, you will be in touch. I look forward to seeing as many
of you as possible over the coming months.
Warmest wishes, Jennifer

email: Jennifer996@btinternet.com

Lord Arthur Savile’s Crime
Things are going well and I am very hopeful of an entertaining evening for our audiences so please come along, good audiences
are the lifeblood of the Stagers and, lets face it, you can always record Strictly!
We have recently been along to St Edmund's school for a photo shoot, great fun and a good bonding exercise as well. Our
thanks to St Edmund's for the use of their lovely building and grounds and to Peter Sillick for his photographic skill. We are just
entering the final push, fortunately the play seems as fresh and full of Wildeian humour as ever. Lord Arthur is trying to woo
Sybil and ingratiate himself to his prospective mother-in-law when a palmist tells him he will,
in his life, commit a murder. His attempts to bump off members of his family with the
assistance of his faithful butler and a riotously funny anarchist meet with a conspicuous lack of
success.
Sadly, Angie Hilder has had to withdraw from the cast but we have been very fortunate to get
Marion Homer to step in to play Lady Clementina in Angie's place. She is busily learning the
words and, fortunately, knows the play from some years back. Since moving to Farnham 20
years ago, she has performed regularly with Farnham Shakespeare and latterly with Tilford
(now Tilbourne) Players.
On a personal note, I am really grateful that my throw away remark at the auditions that, "if it
comes to it, I will play Baines", was, to my surprise seized upon. It has been great fun and
everyone has worked hard with Stagers' teamwork very evident both on and back stage. So a
big thank you to the Group for the opportunity to direct and play, to the audiences for coming
and OW for the language and story and CC the adaptation we are presenting.
Ian Wilson-Soppitt
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2016 Spring Musical - “Acorn Antiques”
Andy Boughton writes:
Rob Miller, who is our MD, and I were greatly encouraged by the high standards and enthusiasm
demonstrated by all those who recently auditioned for Acorn Antiques. I can report that the response has
enabled us to all but fully cast the female roles and since then we have received a steady trickle of
expressions of interest to be part of the ensemble. Sadly, we were not inundated with men wishing to
audition. However, we remain confident that the show will have a full complement of men before
rehearsals start in mid January. As the “wheels of the grape vine spring into action”, if that’s indeed
possible, interest from suitably talented men is being received. One role in particular we are keen to cast
is that of Hugh. Hugh is sent to Acorn Antiques as part of the ‘government’s insipid young people’s
workforce scheme’. As such we require a young man who can sing and dance a bit and play a comedy role
central to the show. If you can help us find a suitable “ ‘ugh”. Who? Oh Hugh!, then please email me
(m.andy2@btinternet.com) or contact Jennifer, as production secretary. Finally, a warning in line with the
Stagers’ safeguarding policy – “this show is not for the faint hearted!!”
Many thanks.
The cast:
Mrs Overall - Laura Musco
Miss Babs - Susie Dean
Miss Berta - Rachel Perkins
Miss Bonnie - To be cast
Mimi - Helen Coyte
Manchesterford Soloist - Mary Coyte
Christine - Jennifer Charters
Miss Willoughby - To be cast
Miss Wellbelove - Pauline Harries
Lucy, the Lollipop Lady - Mary Coyte
Miss Cuff - Shirley Jelliss
Bev, (loan shark girl); Debra (loan shark girl); Evelyn (loan shark girl) - all to be cast.
MALE ROLES: John Dowsett, David Gow and Steve Musco successfully auditioned for the show.
Principal roles: Mr Clifford, Hugh, Tony, Mr Watkins and Derek
Minor roles: Mr Furlong, Minchin's Lad (or Lass), Postie.
* All male roles above still to be allocated pending further auditions.
PLEASE CONTACT Jennifer Charters if you are interested in joining us for this production.

SOCIAL - CHRISTMAS QUIZ
This will be on Friday 11th December at 7.15 for a 7.30pm start. Tickets at £5 each. For
this you will get nibbles on the tables, finger food and a glass of mulled wine. Feel free
to bring a bottle. Prizes for the winning table. Please let Pauleen Dowsett know
(01428 717796 or jdowsett@hotmail.co.uk) no later than 4th December if you would
like to come along and join the fun.
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February One Acts - 2016
The One Act Plays this time are:
“OUTDOOR PLEASURES” by Jean McConnell directed by Jennifer Charters. “This comedy for two female characters finds long-suffering Deidre waiting for an outdoor production of Much Ado About Nothing to start, accompanied by her awkward and far-from-enthusiastic Aunt Tottie.”
Cast:
Deidre - Shirley Jelliss
Aunt Tottie - Trudy Hathaway.
“ALRIGHT ON THE NIGHT?” by Robin Wilson directed by Sara Wilson-Soppitt. “It is dress rehearsal night for
the Downcot Players, a motley collection of thespians a little past their prime. After a shaky start, a locked exit
door in the village hall leads to an unexpected turn of events when an elderly member of the troupe muddles
fantasy with reality.”
Cast:
Fred Jackson - Andrew Hillier
Mavis Sotherton - Pauline Harries
Lynda Swindale - Valerie Shears
Julian Withers - Joe White
Gladys Burton - Marian Walker
Bill Burton - John Hilder
PC Brown - John Dowsett
Performances are on 19th & 20th February 2016 at 7.30pm at the Grayshott Village Hall. Friday’s supper will be
a Curry (with vegetarian option) provided by The Gurkha Durbar and Saturday a ‘Fish ‘n Chip’ Supper provided
by Frankie’s with tickets priced at £15.00 available from Marian Walker (01428 605046) from 1st January 2016.

Diary of Events
Date
2015
Thursday to
Saturday
12th to 14th November
Friday

11th December

Event

Venue

Time

Performances of
"Lord Arthur Savile's Crime"

Grayshott
Village Hall

7.30pm

Quiz

Small Hall
Grayshott
Village Hall

7.30pm

2016
8th, 9th, 10th, 15th, 16th
January

Haslemere Thespians' performances of
"Little Red Riding Hood"

Haslemere Hall

Tuesday to Saturday
26th to 30th January

Farnham Operatic's performances of
"Whistle Down The Wind"

Farnham
Maltings

See FAOS Website

February One Act Plays

Grayshott
Village Hall

7.30pm

Tuesday to Saturday
15th to 19th March

Haslemere Players' performances of
"Sister Act"

Haslemere Hall

See Players Website

Wednesday to Saturday
25th to 28th May

Performances of
“Acorn Antiques”

Grayshott
Village Hall

7.30pm

Friday & Saturday
19th &

20th February
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See Thespians
Website

Malcolm Dobson : Memories

Stephen Penny & Peter Budd:
It was with great sadness that we learned

he thought about how to march, the worse
the mental block became….
Back-stage Malcolm was a key member of
the Stagecraft team and was always in demand when speciality props or scenery
were required. The most exacting requirement from a director was a challenge to
Malcolm. His construction for the transformation scene in ‘Annie’ which morphed in
front of the audience’s eyes from a flat
rostrum to an 8ft high staircase with bannisters must rank as one of his greatest
creations.
Many happy hours were also spent putting
up publicity banners (by climbing the
beech tree in the centre of Grayshott),
collecting scenery in Malcolm’s horsebox,
once from a theatre in Southampton at 3
o’clock (in the morning!) and stopping off
for the occasional refreshment at the Grayshott Social club to wash away the scenery
dust!
Malcolm will also be remembered for his
kindness, generosity and integrity and will
be greatly missed by all of his friends in the
Stagers.
Stephen mentioned ‘Underneath the Arches’ and Jeff Morris wrote: I still remember
with great affection my partnership with
Malcolm as Naughton & Gold in 'Underneath The Arches'. It still brings back fond
memories.

of the death of Malcolm Dobson on 21st
August 2015. Malcolm, who was an Honorary Life Member, was immersed in the
life of the Stagers soon after he and his
wife Liz joined the society in 1979 until
they moved to Ross-on-Wye in 2003 to
run an Hotel.
Malcolm was one of the few in the amateur theatre world who could excel both
on-stage and back-stage. On stage Malcolm appeared in many plays and musicals with the Stagers taking roles such as
Henry Kemp (Mr Cinders), Harry the
Horse (Guys and Dolls), Charlie Naughton
(Underneath the Arches), Mr Brooks
(Time Murder Please), Bunting the butler
(Murdered to Death) and many more.
While, undoubtedly, a skilled actor Malcolm was not immune to the curse of
‘course acting’. In Viva Mexico, playing
the relatively minor role of Sergeant Barnardo, he had to march from one side of
the stage to the other. All went well during rehearsals until a discussion ensued
as to whether a soldier’s hands and legs
move together or in opposition when
marching. The next evening, now concentrating hard on his marching ‘technique’
Malcolm strode across the stage arms
and legs working furiously in unison,
much to the amusement of all. The more

Peter Jones:
As a fellow member of Grayshott Stagers I
remember Malcolm as a great team player.
He gave freely of his time and talent, was
encouraging, and I never heard him say a
bad word about anyone.
On stage Malcolm performed in both plays
and musicals. He undertook a great variety
of character parts, ranging from Sheriff Earl
Dodd in “The Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas” to Leonard Trotter (the over enthusiastic railway fanatic) in “Out of focus”.
It was always a pleasure to work with Malcolm, and during rehearsal coffee breaks
he would regale me with details of the
latest developments in the computer
world. However, I remember his chuckles
that told me he recognised the look of total
confusion on my face!
Malcolm was also a valuable asset to the
back stage team. Whether or not he was
involved on stage he could often be found,
overall on, preparing scenery for the current production.
Liz and Malcolm’s after show parties at
their home in Crossways Road were legendary! They were always the most genial
and generous hosts and I vividly remember
arriving home to the dawn chorus having
had the very best of times.

When we received from Liz the sad news
of Malcolm Dobson’s death we asked a
few people if they would like to contribute memories of him for a Stagers’ obituary.
The number of contributors quickly increased and the following memories
speak for themselves so…… without further ado…..
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Liz and Malcolm’s re-location to Ross-OnWye left a huge gap in the life of Grayshott stagers and they were greatly
missed. However Sue and I were fortunate to visit them at Pencraig, where we
were made to feel most welcome and
experience their excellent hosting skills
in the most relaxing atmosphere.
Tony Creasey:
Malcolm joined the cast of ‘Calamity Jane’
in 1980 having had his arm twisted by Liz
in order to boost the number of cowboys.
It was evident from Malcolm’s debut that
he had much more to offer the Stagers
and was no ‘cowboy’. He went on to take
many principal roles in a variety of comedies, straight plays and musicals during
the 1980s and 1990s. Two memorable
roles were as Sheriff Ed Earl in ‘Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas’ and as the lugubrious undertaker Mr. Sorrell in ‘Wanted –
One Body!’ who was constantly seeking
opportunities to acquire more clients.
Malcolm’s facial expressions were brilliant! He also showed another talented
side by constructing much of the scenery
for the shows during that period.
Liz and Malcolm were ‘volunteered’ into
hosting the after-the-after-show-party at
their home for Calamity Jane when I explained to them that the former occupants of Heathside had previously
offered their house for that purpose.
That was the first of many parties and
social gatherings. The Dobson’s generosity extended to regularly hosting “toast,
marmite and coffee soirees” after rehearsals and copious amounts of alcohol
had been consumed at Grayshott Club.
This led to some excursions during the
summer months at 2 or 3 o’clock in the
morning. I remember we once went to
an all night Jumble Sale at Midhurst
Grammar School while Malcolm’s parents Elsie and Jack babysat.
Malcolm (with Liz of course) was heavily
involved in the social activities of the
Stagers and I recall he and I felling some
large trees on Marley Common, loading
them onto his trailer and securing them
in the four corners of Grayshott Village
hall to make a Barn Dance seem a bit
more rustic. For another Barn Dance,
this time at Stanford Grange, Malcolm
was the head “pooperscooper” and lead
a team of us blokes to clear an entire
barn full of chicken manure before gallons of Jeyes fluid were used to eradicate
any surviving whiff prior to the start of
the evening.
I think Malcolm was also instrumental in
establishing the points system in the

men’s dressing room for “on-stage cockuuups”. Points were accrued for any
“cock-up” which affected the running of
the particular production and a prize
awarded to the man with the highest total
at the end of the show’s run. I know that
Malcolm was the winner of the competition on at least one occasion although the
audience would not have noticed!.
Whatever he did Malcolm always gave
100% and seemed to enjoy himself immensely. In the early days he was never
without his beloved pipe – something
which I know Liz found irritating “Ooh
Malcolm!!” ……
I enjoyed many holidays with the Dobsons.
Whether it was simply camping or caravanning in Dorset, drinking gallons of Malcolm’s home made wine and playing card
games (during which Liz used to fall asleep
so Malcolm would insist that she walk
around the campsite to wake herself up!)
or windsurfing or waterskiing behind Malcolm's boat “Eh!” at Studland Bay or snow
skiing in France or Andorra Malcolm was
always there to guide you, assist you to
get a better style (failed that one then
Malc!) but above all to encourage you to
have a go or to do better.
When Liz and Malcolm moved to Ross-onWye the Stagers lost two of their most
respected and loved members. Now that
Malcolm has left us to go on his solo tour
he has given us some wonderful memories. R.I.P. Malcolm.
Shirley Jelliss:
'Peter was 'Oddjob' and I was 'The Laundry
Lady' when we joined Liz and Malcolm at
Pencraig Court Hotel in 2003. None of us
had done anything like it before, so it
really was an adventure into the
unknown. Our friendship had begun soon
after I joined the Grayshott Stagers in
1982, and has continued, giving us pleasure, companionship, laughter and a whole
stack of great memories.
For me, their friendship was something
very special that helped me through the
dark days that were to come, and Malcolm's natural kindness came to the fore
with the gentleness and understanding
that he always showed to me when he
and and Liz gave me - and my dogs - a
home after I sold my house.
One special memory is that of Malcolm
and PJ looking at the clock in Reception,
and telling Liz and me that, 'It's six o'clock
and the sun is over the yard arm......'.
which meant that as the bar was

now open the above named bar
staff needed to check that the whisky was
still ok to give to the guests....! Of course, it
always was. I also remember being asked by
Liz, to join Malcolm in the dining room,
where he would be chatting to the guests in
his usual friendly way, and politely, (but
firmly), get him to come back to the kitchen,
where their first course was dished up and
waiting to be served. Now I hope that he has
joined Peter at some Heavenly bar, where
the whisky is the finest, and they are sitting
together, keeping watch over all of us.
Rachel Griffiths (Charters):
I remember how much fun I had with Malcolm when he was trying to teach me fencing to do the sword fighting bit in the
mummer's play we did with Young Stagers.
I ended up using some of that choreography when I was co-opted into setting a stage
fight at university!
Pauleen Dowsett.
One of my fond memories of Malcolm was,
whilst on a first ever skiing holiday in France
with several other stagers, I sat back on my
skis by mistake and sped off down the hill at
great speed with the back of my jacket filling
up with snow, and me screaming loudly.
Malcolm saw what was happening and skied
at great speed behind me, caught me up,
and tipped me over before I could crash into
someone or something. A real James Bond
moment. He later gave me some instruction
and tips which helped me a great deal,
hence I was the only one to come home
with a badge from my week’s lessons. Malcolm will always be my hero.
John Dowsett:
In ‘Daisy Pulls It Off’, Malcolm and I were
back stage crew, but came on as school
janitors to move scenery. Whilst moving a
large piece of furniture, as I went backwards
I had to stop quickly which caused Malcolm
to head butt the furniture. This caused a
little chuckle from the audience, so we decided to keep it in.
Another fond memory is, being in a one act
with Malcolm, Brez, and Jane Sargeant
called ‘Alarms’. Rehearsals were great fun,
Malcolm and I only had to look at each other
to start giggling like a couple of school girls.
I will miss Malcolm’s long and detailed chats
with Liz in the background saying "Get to
the point Malcolm". Great memories.
Jennifer Charters:
At the Committee meeting last week we

reminisced for some time. We agreed
that Malcolm was always supportive to
fellow actors, Brezetta being particularly
grateful for his help. John and Pauleen
Dowsett could have recounted many tales
Marian nominated him as ‘best butler’,
when Malcolm acted as the manservant
(with Liz as maid) at the party of a friend
of hers.
The references above to the warm hospitality shown by Malcolm and Liz certainly
resonate with me. When I joined the Stagers in 1989, they were clearly the ‘heart’
of the Society that soon became another
‘family’ to me. In particular, Christmas had
only really begun after we had sung carols
round the village and finished up at the
Dobson’s for welcome refreshments.
Throughout all the memories on these pages, Malcolm’s spirit shines through. This is
beautifully expressed in this final tribute …..
Andrew Boughton:
Malcolm was a true gentleman, with a
kind heart, a good friend whom I shall
miss so much.
Malcolm was a good friend, one of those
people you were always pleased to see.
He was never demanding on your time or
overbearing in your company. On the
contrary he was person who readily gave
of his time to help and offer support to
others. He wasn’t materialistic or a person who hankered after the better things
in life. He demonstrated a true contentment in the lot life had served. Never
boasting and only talked of his own exploits and achievements with humility.
Much more likely he would talk freely and
with great pride on the accomplishments
of his family. As a husband and father he
was truly proud.
Generous of spirit and time Malcolm will
be greatly missed by all who knew him.
He was a much loved and valued friend
who embellished the lives of many. Cherished memories of many happy times with
him will endure.

∞
Our love and thoughts are with Liz, Dan,
Katie and all their family.
Malcolm’s “Honorary Life” Membership
of the Grayshott Stagers just did not last
long enough.
Jennifer
September 2015

Keep abreast of the latest news at
www.grayshottstagers.co.uk
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